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Improved Earth gravity field (global and regional) enabling:
- determination of geoid height with accuracy < 1 cm (0.1 cm) at
degree/order = 200 (50), corresponding to a ground spatial resolution
=100 km (400 km)
- determination of gravity anomalies with resolution < 1 mgal at degree/
order = 200
20 months (nominal)
30 months (extended)
3-axis Electrostatic Gravity Gradiometer
Satellite-to-Satellite Tracking Instrument (GPS receiver)
Laser Retro-Reflector (secondary)
Launch mass: 1090 kg (196 kg Payload) including contingency
Launch configuration envelope: maximum width = 2.2 m, maximum
height = 5.3 m
Launch vehicle: Eurockot
Launch: Sun-synchronous, dusk-dawn/dawn-dusk circular, 265 km altitude
Scientific Measurement: 250 km (1st measurement phase), 240 km (2"d
measurement phase)
Hibernation: 260 km
Two 6-month measurement phases (+3rd optional) including short (< 10
min) eclipse seasons
Two hibernation phases in long eclipse seasons (<30 min)
Extensive gradiometer calibration before each measurement phase
Abbreviated re-calibration once a month, if necessary
Data dump in cycles of 3 consecutive ground contacts spaced by 12 hour
gaps
Identical to the launch configuration (no deployable appendages)
Sensor and antennae position configurable for Dusk Dawn or Dawn Dusk
orbit
3-axis stabilised. Earth pointing, 1.1 m2 cross section in the direction of
flight
Passive aerodynamic stabilisation in safe mode, recovery possible within
8-day (minimum granted time before loss of control)
Pointing control by Ion Thruster and Magnetic Torquers
Drag-free and attitude control (DFACS) by Ion Thruster and Magnetic
Torquers
Autonomous attitude stabilisation for sun acquisition after separation and
for safe mode
Bandwidth limited linear and angular acceleration control served to
gradiometer 'common' acceleration measurements and damping
Earth reference from GPS receiver; attitude determination by star sensors
hybridised by angular acceleration measurement from the gradiometer
Gradiometer Calibration Device (GCD) based on cold gas system
Centralised Command and Data Management Unit (spacecraft + DFAC),
local payload data processing (Gradiometer, GPS receiver), centralised
Mil-Std-1553b data bus
Two-domain active/passive gradiometer thermal control
>1.6 kW(EOL) GaAs solar array, 78 Ah battery, 22-36Vdc unregulated
power bus
Omni directional S-band antenna coverage, 1 Mbps max telemetry data
rate
4 GB solid state mass memory (72h autonomy without data loss)
No moving parts, no liquid fuel to minimise disturbances to the gradiometer
Propellant mass: about 38 kg (Xenon for Ion Thruster) an about 14 Kg
Nitrogen for GCD
Ground Stations: ESA LEOP network (launch and early orbit), dedicated
Kiruna (S) station (commissioning/measurement/hibernation phases)
ESOC Mission Control Centre
November 2006
Configuration tolerant of launch at any time of year
4 months from satellite shipment to completion of on-orbit payload
calibration
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GOCE, which stands for Gravity Field and Steady - State Ocean Circulation Explorer, is the first Earth
Explorer Core Mission in ESA's Earth Observation Envelope program.
Its main objective is to provide a highly accurate and high-resolution map of the Earth's gravity field.
The Platform and two main payloads constitute the GOCE satellite: Electrostatic Gravity Gradiometer
and Satellite to Satellite Tracking Instrument.
Alenia proposal for GOCE program Phase B-C/D and E1 in response to ESA ITT AO/1-3706/00/NL/DC
was issued on June 2000.
The phase B started on December 2000 with a forecast duration of 12 months and ended on May 2005
after the successful completion of the Space Segment PDR, event which determined also the start of
the phase C/D.
A number of development difficulties encountered along the phase C/D have determined a significant
adjustment (e.g deletion of the micro-propulsion) of the spacecraft configuration presented at the Space
Segment PDR and a consequent elongation of the program. Today, the progress and the development
achievements are leading to a consolidated launch date before the end of the 2006.

2.0

THE MISSION

2.1

Mission Description

The GOCE operational orbit is shown in Figure 2.1-1, while the mission profile is provided in Figure 2.12. A precise definition of the most favorable orbit has been developed along phase C/D so to minimize
eccentricity and drift of the orbital parameters along the mission. The injection scenario has been
consequently defined with the Launch Authority. GOCE will fly on a near-circular, Sun-synchronous
dawn-dusk or dusk-dawn orbit with 96.5º inclination. This kind of orbit offers a good Earth coverage (a
full coverage would require a polar orbit), minimizes the eclipse periods and allows to simplify the
spacecraft design with fixed solar panels (the orbit plane is naturally maintained faced to the Sun by the
Earth gravitational perturbation).
The nominal launch epoch shall be compatible with a FAR at end of Sept 2006, but the satellite shall
fulfil all its requirements for any launch date between FAR and FAR plus 2 years.
The selected Eurockot launch vehicle will launch GOCE, at a target altitude of 270 km.
From the altitude of 270km, selected to take a safety margin against injection errors and orbital decay
during the initial attitude acquisition, the satellite is lowered to the first operational orbit (altitude = 250
km), during the commissioning phase. After the instrument set-up and calibration, a first 6-month
measurement phase will take place. The cancellation of the FEEP, because their development was no
longer compatible with the GOCE mission, has lead to change the strategy of the drag free control during
the measurement phase. An ion thruster balances the dominant component of the drag, aligned with
the mean direction of the motion, while the lateral drag components are no longer controlled. The
satellite is then “flying in the wind” with the
attitude controlled by the magnetic torquers
only. The spacecraft will be kept,
approximately, in Earth-pointing attitude
with the X axis (perpendicular to the
minimum cross section side) aligned to the
orbital velocity (V), the Y axis aligned to the
orbital normal (N) and the Z axis in the
radial direction (R). All the control strategy
has been validated on the GOCE end to
end simulator and is now the basis of the
Spacecraft control SW being implemented.
The first measurement phase will be
affected by a short season (35 days) of
short eclipses (about 10 minutes
maximum). One week before the beginning
of a long season (135 days) of longer

Figure 2.1-1 Goce orbit (not to scale with Earth)
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Figure 2.1-2 Goce mission profile
eclipses (up to 28 minutes) the measurements are suspended, and the satellite is raised to 260 km, to
limit the power consumption. Afterwards, the satellite is lowered to perform the second scientific phase
at around 240 km.
This allows matching the spacecraft capabilities to the drag environment (mean level decreasing with
time on the downward leg of the solar cycle in case of nominal launch). Orbit drops are executed simply
by switching the ion thrust off until the new altitude is achieved.
The satellite is designed to take maximum possible benefit of aero-dynamical stability in case of failure
leading to loss of attitude control, with an autonomous survival time up to 8 days.
The GOCE nominal mission lifetime is planned to be at least 20 months; the extended mission duration
is 30 months, limited by the on-board consumables and by the rate of degradation of vital elements,
such as the ion thrusters.
The selected Ground Station is Kiruna. The coverage pattern is a regular sequence of contacts on three
consecutive orbits, followed by a gap of a maximum of 12 hours. The contact average duration is 4.75
minutes.
The selected launch window ensures that all ground contacts occur in the daytime (three contacts
between 4 and 8:30 AM, three between 1:30 and 6 PM).

2.2

Scientific Objectives

The aim of the GOCE mission is to provide global and regional models of the Earth gravity field and of
the geoid with high spatial resolution and high accuracy. The scientific requirements for the Level 2
mission products are:
● after ground data processing, the accuracy of the geoid height calculated from the GOCE data shall
be better than 0.1 cm at degree and order L = 50 (resolution on ground = 400 km), and better than
1.0 cm at degree and order L = 200 (resolution on ground = 100 km),

SPAZIO

●

after ground data processing, the
accuracy of the gravity anomalies
calculated from the GOCE data shall
be better than 1 mgal at degree and
order L = 200 (resolution on ground =
100 km),

Where the geoid height and the gravity
anomaly are defined in Figure 2.2-1, and
the degree and order refer to the
expansion in spherical harmonics of the
geopotential.
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Figure 2.2-1 Definition of Geoid Height and Gravity
Anomaly

By comparison, currently available geopotential models derived from pure satellite data are considered
valid up to degree and order @60. Degree L represents a spherical harmonic component of the gravity
field with half-wavelength l = pR /L @20,000/L, where R is the radius of the Earth; hence current models
have a resolution at sea level of about 330 km. A map of the Earth geoid height generated from the
EGM96 (L = 360) Earth Gravity Model is shown in Figure 2.2-2.
The Level 2 products (global Earth gravity potential modeled as harmonic coefficients, geoid heights
and gravity anomalies) of the GOCE mission are obtained through the utilization of two concurrent and
complementary techniques (see Figure 2.2-3):

Figure 2.2-2 Global Geoid Height Map (EGM96)

Figure 2.2-3 Measurement Techniques utilized on
GOCE for Hi-Resolution Mapping of the Earth
Gravity Field

●

Gravity gradiometry, consisting in the measurement of the components of the Earth gravity gradient
tensor (GGT = second spatial derivative of the gravitational potential) performed by means of the
Electrostatic Gravity Gradiometer (EGG).

●

Satellite-to-Satellite Tracking (SST) in high-low mode (GOCE satellite, flying in low-Earth orbit,
tracked by the GPS satellites, flying in high-Earth orbit) performed by means of the satellite-tosatellite tracking instrument (SSTI: GPS receiver and relative antenna).
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The SST (complemented by the non-gravitational acceleration measurements provided by the EGG)
works best at providing the long-medium wavelength part of the geopotential, while the gravity
gradiometry (complemented by the GGT measurements localization provided by the SST) is especially
sensitive to the short wavelength part.

●

●

GGT trace built with the diagonal components of the GGT measured in the Gradiometer Reference
Frame not exceeding (in spectral density) 100 mE/Hz1/2 at 5 mHz, 18 mE/Hz1/2 at 10 mHz and 11
mE/Hz1/2 from 20 to 100 mHz.
3D satellite position in an inertial reference frame with an accuracy of few (2~3) centimeters.
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The cross-over frequency region of the two techniques provides redundant measurements and crosscheck possibility in a wide frequency band. The bulk processing of the payload measurements, i.e.
gravity gradients (measured in Eötvös ; 1 E = 10 -9 m s -2 /m) and the satellite positions along the orbit
(measured in cm), collected over a time span of months by the two instruments, produces the global
gravity potential, modeled as harmonic coefficients, from which global geoid height and gravity anomaly
maps can be derived.
To achieve the specified scientific goal, GOCE shall be able to provide Level 1b products (GGT
components and satellite positions, after ground processing) with the following performances:

8
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3.0

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

To ensure coherence of the System, main Payload and Platform tasks, a Core Team has been formed
including Alenia, Alcatel, Onera and EADS Astrium-GmbH. System Engineering tasks are performed
by Alenia, with the participation of Core Team task managers, ensuring proper coordination and
feedback to the respective engineering teams.
In GOCE, the spacecraft system concurs in the Gradiometer performance in a fundamental way, by
providing the necessary dynamic environment for it to work properly. In addition, Alenia will procure the
additional payload elements (SST Instrument and LRR), will perform the mission performance
predictions and will develop and manage the system end-to-end simulator.
Based on the agreed system guidelines and the requirements, as laid out in the System and lower-level
Specifications, Alcatel with Onera and EADS Astrium-GmbH will carry out the Gradiometer and
Platform engineering, respectively. This responsibility will include the procurement of the respective
equipment from the Subcontractors, the selection of which was finalized in Phase B/early phase C/D.
Great effort and care has been devoted to the peculiar characteristics of the GOCE spacecraft,
particularly for the micro disturbance effects for which plan, engineering analysis, testing, characterization
and selection of design solution/materials have been performed for minimizing detrimental effect. Other
fields specifically analyzed are the thermo-elastic distortion and the self gravity effects on science
performance, aimed at their mitigation to the maximum extent.

3.1

The Payload

Two instruments comprise the primary GOCE payload: electrostatic gravity gradiometer and Satellite
to Satellite Tracking (SST) receiver.
The Electrostatic Gravity Gradiometer (EGG) consists of a set of six 3-axis capacitive accelerometers
developed by ONERA, mounted in a diamond configuration on an ultra-stable Carbon/Carbon structure
(Fig. 3.1-1,2). A pair of identical accelerometers, separated by 50 cm, forms a 'gradiometer arm'. The
difference of acceleration measured by each accelerometer is the basic gradiometric datum.
Three identical arms are mounted orthogonal to one another, and, in orbit, the three arms are aligned
to the in-track, cross-track and vertical directions.
The three differential accelerations so obtained provide independent measurements of the Diagonal
gravity gradient components. The gradiometer also provides the basic data for the satellite drag-free
and attitude control system (DFACS).
In-axis EGG provided common accelerations are used to measure the non-gravitational linear
accelerations, while the cross-axis accelerations, still provided by the EGG, are combined to produce
measurements of the angular accelerations.
The Gradiometer accelerometers are based on electrostatic suspension of a proof-mass. The position
and the attitude of the mass are measured with capacitive sensors. The variations of the capacitance
between the mass and the instrument cage depend on the variations of the gaps between the mass and
the electrodes.
The accelerometer outputs are derived from the voltages applied on the electrodes to levitate and to
control the mass motionless at the center of the cage.
Each accelerometer consists of an Accelerometer Sensor Head (ASH), containing the proof mass and
the electrodes, readout electronics and digital control electronics.
The EGG is configured as a self-standing Instrument, endowed with its own structure, thermal control
and electronics, designed to provide to the accelerometer the level of dimensional stability and signal
processing accuracy required to fulfil the outstanding measurement goals of the mission.
Specific studies, tribological test and improvements have been performed on the ASH design for making
them robust against mechanical load and for avoiding transfer of material between proof mass and cage
as a consequence of mechanical excitations. All transportation containers, including the satellite one,
have been designed and built such to minimize to the best practical extent the frictions of the proof
masses during transportation.
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Figure 3.1-1
View of the Gradiometer Design

Figure 3.1-2 Gradiometer Head

The EGG is functionally structured in three areas:
the Gradiometer Core, where the accelerometers are located, thermally controlled to a very high
degree of stability. For this purpose Alcatel Space has specifically developed and qualified the
carbon/carbon technology for meeting the very stringent stiffness and thermo-elastic stability
requirement of the EGG Core structure.
● the Proximity Electronics Area, where the electronic elements that need to stay at the minimum
distance from the accelerometers and need a thermal control with a high degree of stability are
located
● the General Electronics Area, where the rest of the electronics is located.
●

The Instrument supporting Satellite-to-Satellite tracking is composed of a receiver, the associated
antenna and interconnecting RF cable

Goce System CDR
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The Satellite to Satellite Tracking Instrument (SSTI) receiver is endowed with 12 dual-frequency
channels, which can be freely assigned to any combination of GPS satellites. The instrument provides
measurements of code and carrier phase signals. Moreover, it is able to provide real-time navigation
data (position, velocity and time) using GPS C/A signals.
The SSTI antenna has been developed for GOCE and its phase center stability have specifically been
measured and characterized in an automated facility, as such parameter is determinant for the mission
performance.
The GOCE secondary payload is the Laser Retroreflector (LRR) that consists of an array of corner
cubes symmetrically mounted on a hemispherical frame.

3.2

Satellite Overall Configuration

The satellite configuration is dictated by mission Requirements (minimization of air drag forces and
torques) and engineering constraints (the available volume under the launch vehicle fairing, with no
deployable parts; passive aerodynamic stability). The satellite body has the shape of an octagonal
prism, About 5.3 m long and with a transversal cross section of 1.1 m2. Seven main platforms , called

Goce System CDR - Executive Summary
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This arrangement endows the LRR with field of view angles of 360º in azimuth and 60º elevation around
the perpendicular to the top face of the LRR. The LRR is located on the Earth-facing side of the satellite
so that the optical axis of the upper corner cube is aligned to the nadir direction. The LRR will be used
to provide high accuracy point-to-point range data.
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floors, horizontal in the launch configuration, divide the volume inside the spacecraft body into
compartments (Figure 3.2-1,2).
It is fundamental that the position of the Gradiometer is such that its center is as much as possible close
to the Spacecraft CoM, to minimize the angular accelerations produced on the sensors by the lateral
drag forces. This explains the mounting of the EGG in the central part of the SC body.
The in-orbit attitude of the Spacecraft is such that the body has a Sun facing hot side and a shadowed
cold side that is almost invariable during the mission. That characteristic is exploited to mount on the
shadowed side a radiator used to keep a stable thermal environment to the Gradiometer.The SST
receiver electronic and the transponder are distributed on the sixth floor and the second floor
respectively.
The star trackers are mounted as close as possible to the Gradiometer to reduce misalignment during
mission operation.
The micro-propulsion was originally justified by the need to guarantee the linear acceleration control
along the Y and Z-Axes of the S/C and for the pointing control. Their presence was also concurring to
the angular acceleration control about the Gradiometer sensor axis and to the Gradiometer Calibration.
The development of the micro-propulsion thrusters has been pursued via a pre-verification program,
suite for determining the best candidate between cold gas and FEEP technology. In July 2003, the use
of micro-propulsion was abandoned because the development maturity was no longer in line with the
need of the GOCE program. The control strategy of the spacecraft has been then revisited and
redefined, by maximizing the use of already present capability and minimizing the impacts of cost and
schedule. A simpler calibration system “Gradiometer Calibration Device” (GCD) has been added to the
GOCE on board functions for allowing the performance of the in flight calibration of the Gradiometer.
The angular acceleration control and the Spacecraft pointing was charged to the magnetic torquers, and
the cross-track linear acceleration control was abandoned. Their effect on the overall science
performance was smoothed introducing the capability to fly in the wind instead of maintaining a rigid
three axis stable attitude.
The xenon tank is placed at the satellite's lower end close to the ion thrusters for short xenon lines. The
solar array consists of six panels, 2 wings self-supporting and 4 body panels mounted directly to the
S/C body, with necessary thermal isolation installed.
Other Instruments and equipment are mounted by brackets on the edge of solar array wings in the
following configuration:

Figure 3.2-1
Reference Satellite Configuration
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Figure 3.2-2
GOCE Reference Configuration
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-Z Solar Array Wing edge, starting from top we have the S-Band Antenna, the Sun Sensor, the LRR
Dummy position, the two (2) GPS Antenna with in between the two (2) CESS (+Y and -Z Direction)
and at the bottom end we have the possibility to install CESS Dummy.
● +Z Solar Array Wing edge, starting from the top, we have the other S-Band Antenna, the Sun
Sensor, the LRR, the two GPS Antenna Dummy position and in between the two (2) CESS (-Y and
+ Z direction) and at the bottom end we have the CESS (- X direction). The star trackers are mounted
with their FOV boresight direction pointing to the anti-earth hemisphere.
Accessibility is improved by partitioning the structure into two halves. Besides easing integration and
providing access to the equipment during integration and test.

Figure 3.3-1 GOCE Avionic Block Diagram

3.3

Satellite Subsystems

Goce System CDR

●

Avionics Architecture
The GOCE avionics provide for all functions of power provision, commandability, observability,
autonomy, failure identification, correction and recovery, and time synchronisation, in support of the
scientific measurements.

A standard S-band system ensures the link with Earth for telemetry command and ranging (backup to
the GPS-based navigation). The RF system provides omnidirectional coverage for any satellite attitude
both in uplink and downlinkand 200 mW transmit power.
The On Board SW is distributed among several processing units, talking with the CDMU on which runs
the Platform Application SW (PASW), see Figure 3.3-2.
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Electrical power is distributed to the payload and platform users via an unregulated 22-34 Vdc power
bus. Lower level power conditioning and distribution is performed locally, at user level. The Electrical
Power Subsystem consists of solar array, delivering 1.6 kW EOL, 78 Ah battery, providing energy in
eclipse and covering power peaks, and P power Control and Distribution Unit.
Data processing is performed in a central 32 bit processor (ERC 32), which also provides the DFACS
tasks by means of dedicated software. Local data processing is also performed in the two main Payload
Instruments and in the Ion Thruster Control Unit (IPCU). Processor communication uses a centralised
MIL-STD-1553 data bus; a limited number of analogue and discrete signals is provided to users or
wherever required by initial activation, safety and reliability. An integrated Command and Data
Management Unit (CDMU) is provided, including dedicated boards for remote terminal unit functions
and 4 Gb capacity redundant mass memory.
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Structure
The primary structure (Fig. 3.3-3)
mainly consists of an octagonal
cylinder, few meter long and with a
transversal cross section of about 1,1
m2, composed of 8 CFRP sandwich
side panels and 5 internal horizontal
aluminum sandwich panels (floors)
plus two in CFRP (carrying the startrackers and the Nitrogen tank). These
lasts for dividing the volume inside
the
spacecraft
body
into
compartments so to allow the
accommodation of instruments,
equipment and electronic boxes. The
floors are connected to the side panels
with radial screws from outside. The
Gradiometer instrument is mounted
about at the middle inside the cylindrical
body via a dedicated I/F ring.
At the lower edge, the Platform is
continuously connected to a machined
solid aluminum ring adapter providing
the S/C interface to the launcher (see
Figure 3.3-4). The adapter has
octagonal shape at the upper end and
circular shape at the lower end. The
connection to the launcher's own
adapter is made by a clamp band.
Along two opposite vertical corners
are fixed 2 CFRP solar wings, while
other 4 CFRP solar array panels are
mounted directly onto the hot side
panels of the S/C body. Lateral
winglets will be considered for
aerodynamic stabilization.

Figure 3.3-2 GOCE On Board SW Overview

Thermal Control
The Thermal Control System (TCS)
of GOCE is designed to maintain the
required temperature ranges for all
equipment and Instruments during Satellite launch, early orbit phase,
nominal operation and survival mode.
The active part (heater control loops)
is designed to be single failure tolerant,
and is conceptually split into a Platform
Thermal Control and a Gradiometer
dedicated thermal control with
dedicated electronic.
The GOCE thermal design solutions
Figure 3.3-3 GOCE Structure
are schematically illustrated in Figure
3.3-5 for the external surfaces of the Satellite and are conceived to be compatible with both dawn-dusk
and dusk-dawn orbits requirement.
The GOCE Platform thermal control is mainly based on the combination of Multi-Layer Insulation (MLI)
blankets, radiators, paints, fillers, thermal washers, heaters and thermistors, with special coating
against ATOX fluxes in Low Earth Orbits environment.
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Figure 3.3-5 Satellite Thermal Control Concept

Because of the Gradiometer high thermal stability requirements, the Instrument handles its own thermal
control autonomously. The selected Gradiometer thermal control concept is illustrated in Figure 3.3-6
There are two main areas: the Gradiometer Core and the Equipped Electronic Panel.
As the thermal stability requirements are very stringent in the Gradiometer Core area and the dissipation
of the accelerometers is very low, the Thermal Control concept consists in dividing the instrument into
two thermal domains to minimize the temperature variations:
●
One inner passive thermal
domain that insulates the
Gradiometer core from the
external environment by
means of a MLI tent to get a
temperature as homogeneous as possible
●
One outer active thermal
domain (consisting in an
actively controlled cavity with
heaters implemented on the
internal side of the cavity and
MLI outside), to obtain a very
stable environment

Figure 3.3-6 Gradiometer Thermal Control

The Gradiometer electronics
boxes, that have high dissipation,
can be conceptually separated into
two
groups
that
are
accommodated on the opposite
sides of the same electronic panel:
oa first group of three boxes on
the upper side (Proximity

Goce System CDR - Executive Summary
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Figure 3.3-4 GOCE Launch Interface
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Figure 3.3-7 Ion Thruster Concept
Electronics: 3 FEEU's) that need a good thermal stability and is very carefully controlled; it contains the
electronic functions that are the most sensitive to temperature fluctuations : capacitive sensors,
analogic to digital and digital to analogic converters, proof-mass voltage references ;
oa second group of two boxes on the lower side (General Electronics: 1 GAIEU and 1 TCEU) that are
simply controlled to +/- 5 K.
To evacuate to space the heat dissipated by the units, four radiators with OSR coating are foreseen that
are arranged to be compatible both for dawn-dusk and dusk-dawn orbits.
Ion-propulsion
An Ion thruster, Kaufmann type, has been selected as actuator for the linear acceleration control in the
flight direction, along the X-Axis. It concurs also to the orbit maintenance operations that are carried out
in open loop from ground. The operation concept is shown in Figure 3.3-7.
Two Ion thrusters are located on the satellite lower platform and aligned to the Satellite Center of Mass.
One of the two thrusters is operating, whilst the other is in cold redundancy.
The GOCE Ion thrusters shall be capable of delivering continuous thrust with the following characteristics:
Thrust level selectable between 1.5 and 20 mN
● Thrust modularity between 1.5 mN to 20 mN
● Maximum rising/falling slew rate of 2.5 mN/s
● Resolution of 12 µN
● Thrust vector stability less than 0.2¡
● Thrust noise with a spectral density not exceeding a given profile

SPAZIO

●

The thruster selected for GOCE is derived from the QinetiQ T5. It has been subjected to a full
qualification on a QM as far as function performance and environmental requirements is concerned,
while the life time has been verified on a PVM for 6700 hours.
Full Ion Propulsion module, including IPCU and PXFA is planned for QM and for PFM.
During the pre-verification phase has been submitted to endurance test, applying the GOCE mission
profile. A total of 1700 hours was reached providing a preliminary validation of the predicting model and
a preliminary prediction of the GOCE thruster lifetime, in line with the requirement. As an outcome this
test gave also input to a detailed re-design of the thruster grid system, aiming to the optimization of the
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The thrusters are installed on the brackets
previously implemented for the micropropulsion.
The quantity of Nitrogen is sufficient for
performing up to 20 full calibration cycles,
which is largely enough considering that only
two calibration cycles are envisaged within the
nominal mission, i.e. before each measurement
phase.

Figure 3.3-7 DFAC Mode Transition

Drag Free and Attitide Control System (DFACS)
The GOCE Drag Free and Attitude Control is a platform function that uses sensors and actuators to:
● control the satellite attitude
● control the linear acceleration along the in-flight direction and angular acceleration about all three
axes fulfilling the scientific requirements
The DFAC function has its own mode logic (see Figure 3.3-8 ) based on operational -modes that:
● damp the initial rate after satellite separation, acquire and maintain a coarse Sun&Earth pointing
using a minimum sensor and actuator configuration
● perform the transition from coarse pointing attitude to scientific pointing accuracy and residual
acceleration damping allowing the EGG activation
● perform the attitude control during the orbit raise maneuvers requested before the hibernation phase
● perform the in track linear and angular acceleration control using the EGG 10 Hz dedicated channel
data to compensate disturbance torques and forces disturbing the gravity tensor measurements
● shake the satellite following a well defined acceleration profile, while preserving the drag compensation
control, during calibration
In addition to the data provided by the two Primary Instruments (EGG and SSTI) the DFAC makes use
of the following sensors and actuators:
● 3 star sensors
● 1 coarse earth and sun sensors, with 6 internal heads
● 2 digital sun sensors (main and redundant)
● 3 magnetometers
● 3 magnetic torquers, commendable in a fine and a coarse range
● 2 ion propulsion thrusters (main and redundant)
The control algorithms to accomplish the above described mission features reside into the CDMU
central computer, as well as failure detection and isolation capability. DFAC control algorithms are
defined and performance verification has been carried out using the End to End Simulator.
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Gradiometer Calibration Device (GCD)
The Gradiometer Calibration Device is a simple
a non redundant cold gas thrust system,
developed for the purpose of generating small
thrust pulses as response of a predefined and
up linked sequence of commands. The system
is composed by a control Electronic (GCDE)
and by a cold gas assembly (GCDA), which
includes:
● A tank, containing about 14 Kg of Nitrogen
● Isolation valves and Pressure regulators
● Eight thruster valves with 0.6 mN typical
thrust.

Goce System CDR

grids geometry. This optimization was
necessary to eliminate any direct impingement
of the ions, which affects the thruster lifetime.
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3.4

System Budgets

The current mass (about 1090 Kg.) includes contingency values based on the Alenia mass contingency
and margin evolution approach and is compatible with the EUROCKOT Launcher requirements and
constraints.
The worst case power capability of the solar array is 1.6 kW, calculated with end-of-life parameter values
and including one string failure. This figure is compatible with the Spacecraft demand including the
required 10% margin, using compensation of power peaks demand with the battery. RF link budgets
show margins in accordance with the standard ESA policy. The required on-board transmitter power
is 200 mW. 4 Gb mass memory ensures full data recovery up to 72h worst case outage.
Pointing /alignment budgets have been compiled based on extensive attitude control simulations, and
they show compliance with the requirements derived from the mission performance objectives.

3.5

Measurement performance analysis and error budgets

(a)
Gravimetry mission
The GOCE gravimetry mission goal is to provide, after Level 0 and Level 1a/1b ground processing, the
GGT trace in the Gradiometer Reference Frame not exceeding 100 mE/Hz1/2 at 5 mHz, 18 mE/Hz1/
2 at 10 mHz and 11 mE/Hz1/2 from 20 to 100 mHz. This is shown in Figure 3.5-1.
The elements concurring to the definition of the final performance are:

Figure 3.5-1 GOCE Performance and contributors
●
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●
●
●

The EGG Instrument, including the 6 electrostatic accelerometers measuring the linear accelerations
generated by the gravity gradient, and the thermo-structural system providing to the accelerometers
mechanical support and stability.
The GOCE satellite that must 'shield' the accelerometers from the non-gravitational environmental
accelerations (atmospheric drag, radiation pressure.)
Ground processing of the Level 0 products (accelerometer raw measurements) will provide the
diagonal components of the GGT in the Gradiometer Reference Frame. This includes the
transformation of the raw accelerations into 'calibrated' accelerations and the estimation and
removal of the centrifugal accelerations about the gradiometer axes from the calibrated acceleration
gradients.
The gradiometric errors are grouped in the following categories:
Instrument Errors (I), depending on the gradiometer elements only (accelerometers, thermostructure)
Instrument-Satellite Coupling Errors (C), depending on the interaction of the satellite provided
environment with the corresponding gradiometer coupling parameters
Satellite Errors (S), depending on the satellite performance only Processing Errors (P), related to
the transformation of the Level 0 product into the Level 1a/1b product.
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Figure 3.5-2 Gradiometer Error Tree
The error tree of the gravimetric errors, extended down the second level, is provided in Figure 3.5-2.
The current apportionment of the top-level performance requirement is also shown.

(b)
Satellite-to-Satellite Tracking (SST) mission
The goal of the SST mission is to provide, after Level 0 and Level 1a/1b ground processing, the 3D
position of the satellite with a measurement error of a few cm. The processing leading to this level of
localization accuracy is termed precise orbit determination (POD).
The main elements concurring in the final performance in the determination of the satellite position are:
● the SSTI receiver noise in the measurement of the carrier phase
● the GPS/ system (GPS/satellites and IGS ground reference stations), defining the external
reference points for the measurement of the GOCE position,
● the troposphere induced propagation delays
● the error in the location of the SSTI antenna center of phase
● the error in the location of the spacecraft COM.
The error tree of the SST is provided in Figure 3.5-3.
From this allocation, on-board instrument (GPS receiver and related antenna) requirements have been
derived.
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Starting from the above apportionment, performance requirements have been derived for the payload
and spacecraft.
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Figure 3.5-3 SST Error Tree
(c)

Mission measurement
error budgets
The gravity gradiometry error
budget is derived as the spectral
density of the measured
components of the GGT in the
Gradiometer Reference Frame
(Level 1 b). This is achieved
through a bottom-up procedure
in which the contribution of each
term (accelerometer electronics
noise, thermo-elastic stability of
the structure, DFACS performance/calibration) is first
estimated on the basis of the
results of performance analyses,
simulations and tests.
Then, partial error budgets for
each top-level class (Instrument,
Coupling, Satellite and
Processing) are obtained by
combining the contribution of the
Figure 3.5-3 SST Error Tree
various terms according to their
statistics and their relationship with the error on the gradiometer output measurements. The contribution
of each class is then combined to obtain the estimated spectral density of the GGT components
measurement error. For the SST, a similar stepwise bottom-up scheme is followed.
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(d)
End-to-End Simulator
The error budget set-up and verification activities, as well as the error apportionment and performance
requirements allocation, will be supported by the utilization of GOCE End-to-End System Simulator.
The end-to-end simulator is a software environment allowing for the generation of a representative
model of the GOCE system. Its intended use is the support to overall system performance prediction
and assessment. The context diagram Fig. 3.5-4 shows the relationship among the end to end simulator
elements and the final users and for each user highlights the type of interface and exchanged
information. The modular structure of the end to end simulator is shown in Fig. 3.5-5.
It consists of three main components:
● Forward simulator. It generates the Gravity Gradient at the GOCE orbit altitude and the GPS signals
which are used by the on board receiver.
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Figure 3.5-5 End to End simulator main components
●
●

Satellite simulator. It simulates the spacecraft and payload behavior with measurements and all
related error sources.
Processing simulator, generating. It generates GOCE data products up to level 1a/1b starting from
level 0 telemetry.

The prototype simulator available in phase A has been upgraded during phase was B and C/D and so
far the simulator contains the most updated and detailed models of the instruments and environments
and as well as the DFAC algorithms. It has been as well extensively and successfully used for validating
the all the design of all the DFAC algorithms and for generating cases for comparing the results of the
S/C closed loop test during Platform and S/C AIV.

4.0

ASSEMBLY INTEGRATION AND VERIFICATION PROGRAM
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The AIV objectives during the phase C/D are to achieve:
● the mechanical qualification of each unit and subsystem (including instrument units), together with
the mechanical qualification of the overall spacecraft
● the thermal qualification of each unit and subsystem (including instrument units), together with the
thermal qualification of the overall spacecraft
● the electromagnetic qualification of each unit and subsystem (including instrument units), together
with the electromagnetic qualification of the overall spacecraft
● the electrical and performance qualification of the design of each unit and subsystem (including
instrument units), together with the performance verification of the overall satellite in all environment
conditions
● the on-board software qualification, together with the functional qualification of the overall hardware
and software system
● the certification of the compatibility of all elements of the complete GOCE programme having a part
in the success of the missions: satellites and ground segment
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The GOCE AIV program is established and implemented in order to demonstrate to the Agency that the
satellite design meets the applicable requirements and to qualify and accept from unit level up to
spacecraft level, covering all aspects of flight hardware and software as well as mechanical and
electrical ground support equipment.
It determines the required analysis and test activities, the test models, tools and facilities and the
rationale of the logical sequence of verification necessary to demonstrate that the GOCE satellite fulfill
the performance, interfaces, safety and operational requirements of the envisaged missions
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●

to achieve the full acceptance of each flight unit and subsystem (including instrument), together with
the acceptance of the overall satellite.
To reach the objectives the AIV approach is based taking into account: design peculiarities, qualification
status of candidate solution, availability and maturity of verification tools, verification and test
methodologies, programmatic constraints, cost and schedule.
The system model philosophy: SM/EM TbH/PFM allows optimization of the cost, the risk and the
schedule aspects of the GOCE programme see Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1 Goce Model Philosophy
Another important aspect related to this approach is the use of a maximum allowable decoupling in the
development/assembly/integration of the main items like Gradiometer, SSTI and Platform, performing
the System.
Adoption of development modular concepts has allow development, integration and significant amount
of testing to be performed in parallel on the various items like Gradiometer, SSTI and Platform.
This will also allow, together with the early starting of the verification process and at the lowest suitable
level, the minimization of expensive System development tests.
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Structural Model (SM)
The SM was consisting of PFM structure hardware, equipped with SM units/Instruments
The SM has been used for development & structural qualification tests. At System level the SM
Instruments units/dummies were installed and then the SM qualification campaign was performed
(including mass properties, acoustic, modal survey/sine vibration, Quasi-static Load and shock test).
The Modal Survey test was performed via base-drive excitation exploiting the data coming from the low
levels runs executed in the frame of the sinusoidal test. Quasi-static load test permitted the qualification
of the structure along the launch X-axis via high input level induced at the base.
The SM has served as verification model for interfaces between the satellite and the Launcher. Fit check
of Launcher separation mechanism and separation test of SM and clamp bend will be performed at this
level. The AIV activities on the SM model have been performed on the first half of 2004, leading to a
successful completion of all its objectives. Figure 4-2 shows the GOCE SM at ETS during the
mechanical test campaign. The SM structure has been refurbished for the PFM and it is currently at
EADS Astrium GmbH, where the integration of the Platform PFM is in progress.
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Figure 4-3 Platform TBH at EADS Astrium

EM Test Bench
The EM Test Bench (TbH) configuration is a 3-D representative and it will be flight representative w.r.t
harness length and orientation as well as the unit position. On it are already installed the electronic
equipment's of GOCE Platform subsystems, while the integration of the GOCE Instruments EM units
(EGG and SSTI) is executed by Alenia at EADS Astrium GmbH in the timeframe of the System CDR.
The EM TbH has been developed in order to allow the maximum flexibility for GOCE testing. It is flight
representative in electrical I/F and functions, but as baseline, only one functional branch will be realized
(no redundancies).
This approach has been foreseen in order to reach the main purpose of the TbH model optimizing the
time schedule and reducing the cost. Figure 4.2 shows the TBH during the functional testing at EADS
Astrium GmbH.
The Platform EM TbH will developed and tested at Platform level by EADS Astrium GmbH, then will be
delivered to ALENIA and will become the System EM TbH, with integrated EM models of the
Instruments, i.e. Gradiometer, SSTI and SREM. It will be subjected to the system functional tests as
described in the AIT Plan.
Proto-Flight Model (PFM)
The GOCE PFM is the single flight model, it will be subject to the system level acceptance/qualification
sequence. All its equipment and units will be either Flight Models (FM) which will have passed
acceptance testing as required, or ProtoFlight equipment (PFM) which will have passed protoflight
testing at unit level.
Formal acceptance for launch is established after successful verification of performances during
system acceptance/qualification tests with the integrated system. The following environmental test
campaign will be performed: acoustic, EMC, TV/TB.
The PFM will profit of the already qualified SM/PFM structure onto which the PFM avionics/propulsion
units are installed.
The PFM Platform will be developed and tested at ASTRIUM premises and will include a functional
verifications.
The Instruments FM or PFM will be built by the related supplier and delivered to Alenia for the integration
into the Platform and then the system functional test will be performed.
More details can be found in GOCE System Verification Plan (GOC-PL-AI-0012), GOCE System AIT
Plan (GOC-PL-AI-0004).
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Figure 4-2 Goce SM at ETS
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5.0

PRODUCT ASSURANCE

In the period of time starting from phase CD Kick-off, the PA Prime activities have been addressed in
the verification of the consolidated Project quality requirements; therefore, emphasis was focused in all
PA disciplines by reviewing design documentation, supporting and attending and at the extent lowerlevel review collocation.
Particular effort was spent in the follow-up of the development and testing phase for the new and critical
GOCE technology like Carbon-Carbon, Solar Array and Accelerometers and although the great number
of problematic encountered (NCRs) the recovery plan proposed were always kept within quality
binaries.
Even other Project problematic areas were subject of attention, especially the overall Ion Propulsion
Assembly and DFACS sensors where a contribution in the analysis for failure modes, in the selection
of adequate EEE parts quality level and in the prompt resolution of supplier Non-conformity have been
regularly provided.
Careful monitoring has been also exercised on new Suppliers and where an-off the shelf approach was
proposed.
Following above and where it was demonstrated the criticality of the product a specific quality audit have
been conducted.
Quality objectives have been also achieved on SM test campaign applying effort in the activity
surveillance and NCRs management.
In synthesis, a realistic and pragmatic approach has been adopted in the GOCE PA philosophy with the
primary objective to preserve and guarantee the product quality.

6.0

PHASE E1 WORK CONTENT OUTLINE

The phase E1 covers the activities of the launch campaign starting from the shipment of the Satellite
to the launcher site for the pre-launch and launch activities and ending with the In-Flight-Test Review
(IFTR) occurring after the completion of the commissioning and P/L calibration phases.
Activities during phase E1 can be grouped into two parts:
1. Operations at the launch pad consisting of:
● Transportation to the launch site of Plesetzk (Russia)
● Support for the launch campaign by providing all the technical interfaces between the Satellite and
the Launcher.
● Execute the required launch campaign verification activities.
● Execute the PL maintenance and calibration during the launch campaign.
● Return and disposal of the GSE and non flight items.
2. In - orbit operation support during Phase E consisting of:
● Support the ESOC flight controllers to monitor the Spacecraft (Platform and Instruments)
housekeeping data to check the health status of the S/C and the correct execution of the in flight
operation.
● Support the Flight Controller in case of anomalies and troubleshooting to find the recovery
procedure in order to resume the Satellite nominal operations
● Utilize the GOCE End to End simulator in order to validate during the E1 phase the possible deviation
from nominal procedures and to validate the possible contingency procedures.
● The generation of GOCE data product up to level 1a/1b telemetry data starting from level zero data
by means of the end to end simulator.
● Preparation of the data and verification reports and operational product updating (i.e. User Manual,
Procedures and DB) for the ITR.
● A SW maintenance facility to validate the SW images before the uplink.
The implementation of the phase E1 activities will occur via an Industry dedicated proposal to be
included into the baseline contract via negotiation and contract rider.
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Alenia, as Prime Contractor, is responsible for technical interfaces between the GOCE Satellite and the
Launcher, including interface design, the required margins and the related documentation.
The initial stage of the phase C/D was carried out maintaining the compatibility between two envisaged
options of the 1000-Kg cathergory launch vehicles, namely Eurockot (best accommodation) and Dnepr.
The selection of the launch vehicle has been performed by ESA with the support of Alenia Spazio in
autumn 2003. Eurockot has been selected as launch services for GOCE and the contract has been
established by the Agency. The preliminary design review of the Launch vehicle has been performed
in June 2004 and the program is now approaching the critical design review, scheduled in Sept 2005.
Eurockot separation system and its deriving shock loads have been successfully verified during the
GOCE SM activities.

8.0

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

8.1

GOCE Industrial Organization

On the basis of the deep understanding of
the mission peculiarity, achieved by Alenia
through the participation to the previous
GOCE study, Alenia has proposed to develop
GOCE under a solid Industrial Core Team,
identifying two main areas besides the Prime Contractor system activities, i.e. the
Gradiometer Instrument and the Platform.
The development of the Platform under a
unique responsibility was necessary for
coordinating the procurement of all the
Platform subsystems/units; in particular, the
elements identified as critical, i.e. the Ion
Propulsion Assemblies and the Drag Free
Figure 8.1-1 Core Team members
Attitude Control Software. EADS Astrium
GmbH has been selected for their well-known experience in spacecraft development and their heritage
in other gravity missions like Grace and it is performing the tasks since the program K/O.
The development of the Gradiometer Instrument under a unique responsible (Alcatel) was a Tender
Evaluation Board (TEB) recommendation during the ESA proposal evaluation. Inside the Gradiometer
sharing of the responsibility, ONERA remain the sole supplier for the accelerometers sensor heads and
responsible for the procurement of the relative electronics (GA&EE). The responsibility of the GA&EE
procurement has been shifted in mid 2003 to Alcatel Space, relieving Onera from such management
task, but maintaining them responsible of the performance requirements to be implemented inside the
GA&EE.
Alenia Spazio, as Prime Contractor, is responsible of the overall system design of the Spacecraft, the
performance analyses, the implementation of End to End simulator, simulations, the interfaces between
the Gradiometer and the Platform, the procurement of the Payloads, the AIT / AIV at spacecraft level
and the interfaces towards the Agency.
In addition Alenia is responsible for the Design/ verification of the DFACS control algorithms.
The development of the SSTI assigned in competition to Laben, is now totally under Alenia Spazio being
the company merged in mid 2003.
Alenia Spazio with EADS Astrium GmbH, ALCATEL and ONERA constitute the Core Team proposed
for the development of GOCE, implemented since the beginning of the Phase B and so far maintained
practically unchanged along the phase C/D (see Figure 8.1-1).
Past relationship and collaboration in different programs with Alcatel Space and EADS Astrium GmbH
together with a common approach in managing the programs will strengthen the capability and
determination to control and reliably solve the potential program problems.
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Figure 8.1-2 GOCE Distribution according to current S/C configuration
The presence of ONERA in support to Alenia prime activities further reinforces their motivation to
guarantee the unprecedented performance of the accelerometer, being ONERA the world-wide leader
for this Instrument. The good mutual technical understanding gained in more than 10 years of
involvement in the early phase of this program, associated with an excellent relationship at management
level, is the key for the success of the mission.
The selection of the necessary unit level Sub-contractors has been performed according to ESA
requirements, as tailored in the GOCE Subcontractor Selection and Procurement Plan, along the 2 first
years of the program. The selection has been performed by the Core Team, each member for its specific
needs, with the coordination of Alenia Spazio and the Agency. The selection was carried out by on the
basis of the initial definition (31 major items) complemented by other items and sub-items becoming
necessary along the program. For such selection more than 330 invitations, plus a number of updating/
reissuing have been sent to potential competitors, such to get both competitive prices and Geographic
return possibilities. The average tender responses to the invitations were around 27%.
Today the development of GOCE is distributed over all ESA state members initially supporting the
Envelope Program, except Canada. 40 Companies are working (some has already complete its taks)
for developing the 54 different tasks in which the GOCE program has been broken down. Figure 8.1.2
represent the distribution of the tasks of the current GOCE configuration.
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The effective management and control of the interfaces between Alenia Spazio, EADS Astrium GmbH,
ONERA and ALCATEL, implemented according to the scheme of Fig. 8.1-3, has so far ensured a correct
and cooperative co-ordination of the GOCE activities.
The exchange of interface data will use to the maximum extend configured documentation. This ensures
a reliable and formal source of interface data. Obviously, some flexibility has been agreed and
introduced in order to meet the schedule objective and prompt problems resolution. .
All Platform and Payloads level documentation issued by the supplier as output from their work
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Figure 8.1-3 Interface management Scheme
packages was checked by the Alenia system engineering team for granting the overall technical
coherency of the project.. This was particularly enforced in the areas of DFACS and Propulsion
Subsystems, as these Subsystems are fundamental for the overall Satellite performances. In the same
way, coordination has been implemented whenever decisions could somehow influence the performance of the satellite.

8.2
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Alenia Organisation

The GOCE Program is managed under the 'Scientific Satellites Unit', led by Mr. I.Barraco.
The functional departments supporting the program team for the execution of the associated tasks are
belonging to the “Scientific Satellites”, “Infrastructures and Transportation” and “System & Subsystem
AIV & AIT” business units, led respectively by Mrs. I.Barraco, L.M.Quaglino and A.Iannarelli, operating
under direction of the Alenia Spazio CEO Mr C.A.Penazzi and his staff.
The responsibility for the GOCE program is assigned, within the Alenia organization, to the 'Scientific
Programs led by G.Finocchiaro, to which the Alenia Program Manager for GOCE, A.Allasio, reports
directly.

Under Alenia direction, the GOCE Contractors are responsible for the management of all the assigned
tasks, including cost and schedule performance. Contractors are required to ensure that their
Management System is structured in a manner which provides clear interfaces with Alenia for all
management, technical and programmatic aspects.
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The Alenia GOCE Program activities is centralized and controlled by the GOCE Program Management
Office (PMO) supported by the Functional Departments, in a matrix-type organization.
The GOCE PMO members follow the GOCE management instructions, implementing them within the
responsible Functional Departments.
The Alenia Program Manager controls all the GOCE Core Team technical, programmatic and
contractual program activities. Thus, the Program Manager establishes the ground rules necessary to
accomplish the project and expedite the resolution of problems and also acts as the focal point for
interfacing with the ESA Project Office.
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Figure 8.2-1 Alenia Spazio GOCE Team as at System CDR
Figure 8.2-1 identifies the individuals Key Personnel managing today the Alenia Spazio task within the
PMO; most of the assignments are stable since the beginning of the program.

8.3

Management Approach

Alenia has established and maintains a project management organization for the purpose of accomplishing
the objectives of the contract. This project management is separate from other projects and operations
to the extent necessary to prevent interference with the timely and cost effective completion of the
contract.
The Project Management Office monitors all technical and administrative activities of the subcontractors,
provides the direction necessary to accomplish the project, expedites resolution of problems, and is the
responsible unit for interfacing with the customer's Project Office and the subcontractor Project Offices.
Alenia is responsible for the management and the direction of the subcontractors as defined in the
contract. However, Alenia will provide the customer full visibility at all levels in its Industrial Team.
Alenia has prepared and followed a Management Plan in response to the customer's management
requirements and prepares and maintains all necessary project plans for project execution
as defined in the work statement.
The management plan covers the following subjects:
● Project Organization and Management System
● Communication and Information Systems
● Schedule and progress control
● Cost control
● Configuration management and control
● Reporting, progress reporting and Co-ordination
● Documentation
● Action item control
● Logistics and inventory control
● Change procedure and control and demonstrates how these procedures are implemented at the
level of Alenia and throughout the Industrial team.
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Alenia Spazio has also implemented a Risk Management Process to manage and control the Risks
associated to the GOCE Program as required by the ESA Statement of Work and by the ESA GOCE
Management Requirements and Tasks. The risk assessment is systematically conducted at the level
of Core team, is periodically updated and integrated into a GOCE risk management assessment, taking
into consideration the full project life.
The Risk Management identifies, assesses, reduces, priorities and maintains within accepted boundaries
the Risks relevant to the Cost, Schedule and Performances.

9.0

PROGRAM PLANNING

9.1

Review Philosophy

The GOCE reviews are essentially marking the completion of the major phases. At these reviews, the
compliance to the program requirements will be demonstrated to the Agency to ensure satisfactory
completion of the planned technical efforts prior to proceeding to the next program phases.
The reviews are conducted at all levels to demonstrate to the higher level Contractor that the design
or the as-built product (hardware or software) is in conformance with the requirements and meets the
program objectives. The reviews are involving the Agency, the Prime Contractor and the affected lower
level Contractors as applicable.
Such reviews will not be limited to the specific technical requirements only, but will also consider the
task execution requirements and aspects of Safety, Product Assurance, Cost and Schedule. The
reviews will be formal events during which the design products will be evaluated, deficiencies exposed
and corrective action placed. The reviews will baseline the design to the levels covered, and, then, the
design will be maintained under Configuration Control.
The following Project Level System Reviews are planned as part of the contractual baseline:
● Qualification Review (QR) - formerly ‘Qualification Results Review’ (QRR)
● In-Flight Test Review (IFTR)
The following Agency Level System Reviews are agreed to be part of the contractual baseline:
Preliminary Design Review (PDR)
● Critical Design Review (CDR)
● Acceptance Review (AR) - formerly called ‘Flight Acceptance Review’ (FAR).
●
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The Phase B has been concluded by a Preliminary Design Review (PDR) held at the ALENIA’s premises
in March – May 2002.
The main objective of the PDR was to examine the compatibility of the system design, and allocation
of performance requirements to subsystems with the stated mission requirements.
The PDR was the approval step for the satellite system design, system plans and specifications and
interfaces and will assess for completeness and consistency the lower level plans and specifications,
generated by ALENIA and his Sub-contractors during Phase B.
On May 9th 2009 (date of the board) the PDR was concluded successfully with agreed actions.

The Phase D will be concluded by an Acceptance Review (AR) to be held at ESTEC.
The main objectives of the AR is to ensure that all requirements have been satisfied and discrepancies
resolved; in particular compatibility of the Agency’s requirements with actual performance of the PFM
will be made.
The AR will critically assess whether the build standard of the satellite corresponds to the design.
A successful AR will formally confirm the readiness for shipment to the launch site or readiness for
storage, as appropriate.
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The Phase C will be concluded by a Critical Design Review (CDR) to be held at Alenia’s premises.
The main objective of the CDR is to assess the design, performance and development status after
completion of the system level tests on STM together with test results performed at units E(Q)M, as
well as at Platform and Instrument EM.
The CDR will critically assess test results and interface performance compatibility and shall demonstrate overall system performance compliance.
A successful CDR will formally release the integration of the system level PFM.

The Phase E1 will be concluded by an In-Flight Test Review (IFTR) to be held at an Agency
establishment. The main objectives of the IFTR will be to assess the status of the satellite after
commissioning, in orbit calibration, and to analyze the performance of the satellite against the mission
requirements, in line with the ’success criteria’ as defined in appendix 5 to the Contract.
A successful IFTR will formally release the final phase C/D payment defined in the Contract of the Core
Team Members.
As in principle the GOCE model philosophy does not foresee a Qualification Model on satellite level,
the System Qualification Review (QR) will only be held at that point in time when all subsystem /
instrument/ equipment/unit level Qualification Review Boards have successfully taken place, in order
to summarize and conclude on the satellite level qualification status and decide on any further actions
to be taken. It may coincide with other System Review (i.e. CDR). The QRR will also wrap up the overall
functional verification of the satellite.
The System QR will take place sufficiently in advance of the System AR, such that corrective actions,
if any, can still be implemented in time in order not to delay the planned System AR.
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